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11 Introduction
The Black-Scholes model requires that the volatility is constant. Nevertheless this
hypothesis is recognized to cause option price distortions. A well know discrepancy
between Black-Scholes predicted European option prices and market-traded option
prices is expressed by the smile curve. Dene the so-called \implied volatility"
corresponding to a given option price u(t;St;K;T) in the following way: setting
u(t;St;K;T) = uBS(t;St;K;T;impl(t;St;K;T)), where uBS is the price of an Euro-
pean call option in the Black-Scholes setting as function of the \unknown" volatility,
then by numerical inversion of this formula the implied volatility impl is dened. If
market prices were computed by the Black-Scholes formula, then impl would be a
constant function. This is not the case: in fact it is seen that implied volatilities of
market prices vary with the strike price and the time to maturity of the contract. In
order to give explanation to this behavior the literature has proposed both of mod-
elling directly volatility as a stochastic process either of relaxing the hypothesis on
which Black-Scholes model is based, such as the facts that the market is complete,
frictionless and that the agents act as price takers.
In this paper we follow the approach proposed by [Platen and Schweizer, 1998]
which concentrates on the fact that the price is dened in equilibrium with some
traders employing a trading strategy to hedge a contingent claim. The authors
handle the problem by assuming that program traders dene a trading strategy
imposing that the asset price is described by a lognormal stochastic process, i.e.,
through the Black and Scholes model. They derive the SDE satised by the price
process and show that looking at the implied volatilities it is observed a strong smile
eect.
[Mancino and Ogawa, 2003] generalize the result of [Platen and Schweizer, 1998]
deriving from the equilibrium condition the SDE satised by the price process
when the -hedging strategy which aects the price process is based on the true
model with the feedback eects. As a consequence they get a fully nonlinear par-
tial dierential equation. The authors prove existence and uniqueness of the so-
lution to the nonlinear partial dierential equation satised by the price (and the
hedging strategy) of the derivative. In this paper we complement the analysis of
[Mancino and Ogawa, 2003] by presenting numerical results which show the impact
2of the hedging strategies for derivative asset analysis. In particular we obtain the
smile pattern of implied volatility. The numerical results show that in our model the
implied volatility smile can be reproduced as a consequence of dynamical hedging.
The simulations are performed using the Innite Elements Method [Sanfelici, 2003].
2 The model
First we recall the economic model for our empirical analysis, which has been de-
rived in [Mancino and Ogawa, 2003]. The method consists in obtaining the asset
prices dynamics implicitly from the equilibrium condition of market clearing. This
approach follows from [Follmer and Schweizer, 1993]. There is only one risky asset,
its price at time t is St. For simplicity we suppose that the riskless asset has zero
interest rate, so that St is the discounted stock price.
Stock price is determined by the equilibrium condition
D(t;Ut;St) = constant; for t  0
where D is a given function which can be inverted and has continuous rst and
second partial derivatives in U and S. Moreover @D
@S 6= 0. We specify the demand
function in the following way:






 is a constant 6= 0, Ut represents a random error term
Ut = Wt + mt; (1)
where Wt is a standard one-dimensional Brownian motion, m 2 I R and  6= 0,
and the term F((t;St)) represents the hedging strategy component. (t;St) is
the \sensitive" called delta, which is dened in the following way: let ~ P be the risk
neutral probability measure, given the price of the derivative whose payo is f(S(1))
u(t;x) = ~ E[f(S(1))jSt = x];





Our model is related to [Platen and Schweizer, 1998]. The relevant dierence
relies in the fact that their analysis concerns the case where u is the price for an
3European call option, when the hedger is using a geometric Brownian motion for
St, that is the -hedging strategy considered is obtained as if the hedgers worked
within the Black-Scholes world with a priori xed constant volatility. Our case is the
limiting case of [Platen and Schweizer, 1998] in the following sense: their procedure
derive a model for the price S(1) from a model S(0) with constant volatility, where
the second model takes into account the hedging eects induced by the old model.
Clearly these procedure can be iterated obtaining a price process S(k) from a model
S(k 1) increasing the accuracy. Our model corresponds to the xed point of these
sequence of processes S(k).
The stochastic dierential equation satised by St is derived from the equilibrium
condition in [Mancino and Ogawa, 2003] and when F is a linear function, F() =
 +  for positive constants  and , the authors nd that St satises
dSt = ~ (t;St;uxx)dt + ~ (t;St;uxx)dWt (2)
where














Note that the drift and the diusion coecients depend on the second derivative









The parameter  controls the size of the perturbation induced by the hedging strat-
egy; in fact if  = 0 the asset price simply follows a Black-Scholes model, with
appropriate constant coecients.
The proof of existence and uniqueness of the Cauchy problem (3) in a suitable
functions space is given in [Mancino and Ogawa, 2003] for the following choice of the
constants: 
 < 0,  > 0,  6= 0 and for  := 
 
 smaller than a particular  depending
on f. The result is proved applying the theory in [Ladyzenskaja, Solonnikov and Ural'ceva, 1968].
3 The Numerical method
The numerical computation of the solution to (3) is performed using the In-
nite Element Method (IEM). This method has been described and analyzed in
4[Sanfelici, 2003] for the Black-Scholes model. It is a very simple and ecient mod-
ication of the more common Finite Element Method (FEM). It keeps the best
features of FEM, i.e. bandedness, easiness of programming, accuracy and it is an
ecient automatic procedure for recovering the correct far-eld behavior of the op-
tion price and greeks and for avoiding ad hoc boundary condition specication for
PDEs dened on unbounded domains. Moreover, the eective rate of convergence
on compact sets of the IEM is the same as for FEM.
From a practical point of view, the IE method performs a discretization of the
unbounded domain R+ by means of a standard nite element decomposition of a
bounded subdomain, say [0;Smax], plus a nal innite element [Smax;+1). This
leads to a numerical approximation method having nearly the same computational
cost as the ordinary FEM. Nevertheless, it may even reduce eective computational
cost, because smaller computational domains [0;Smax] can be considered, since no
approximated boundary conditions are imposed on Smax.
The FE method is not based on the strong pointwise dierential formulation (3),
but on a weaker integral formulation requiring less regularity for the unknown func-
tion u. First we remark that (3) has perturbed ellipticity, as its diusion coecient
vanishes for x ! 0. Consequently, the appropriate spaces for studying problem (3)
are the weighted Sobolev spaces ([Kufner, 1980], p. 9). In particular, the weights
must be conveniently chosen in order to assure integrability conditions over [0;+1).
The Innite Element discretization can be performed in dierent steps. First,
we set ~ w := ux and transform the problem (3) into
(






+x ~ wx)2 ~ wx

= 0
~ w(1;x) = f0(x):
(4)












Then, we multiply equation (5) by a suitable decaying positive weight ! in W 1;2(R+),
depending on a parameter  > 0. Since stock prices can be thought as varying in a
xed suciently large range [0;Smax], we can consider weights of the form !(x) = 1
for 0  x  Smax and !(x) = (Smax=x) for x > Smax (  2); nevertheless, a C1
and fast decaying weight can improve the accuracy of the numerical results.
5Loosely speaking, the IEM performs a weighted residue projection over suitable
nite dimensional functional spaces Wh. The construction of the IE space is the
following [Bettess, 1992]. We consider a (not necessarily uniform) decomposition 0 =
S0 < S1 < ::: < SNh = Smax of the interval [0;Smax], where h > 0 is the maximum
length of the intervals in the decomposition. Moreover, we consider the semi-innite
interval [Smax;+1). The standard FE method is applied to the bounded region
[0;Smax]. Hence, the approximation spaces Wh are made of continuous functions
whose restrictions to [0;Smax] are piecewise polynomials of degree less then or equal
to k. The shape functions on the innite element are obtained by mapping it onto the
reference interval [0;1] and by using the standard Lagrangian type shape functions
^ '
(k)
i () of degree k in the local coordinates of the reference element. If ^ F denotes
the elemental mapping from [0;1) onto [Smax;+1), then the transformed shape
functions in the \physical" coordinate system over the innite element are given by
'
(k)
i (x) = ^ '
(k)
i ( ^ F  1(x)).
After the weighted residue projection is performed, we get the following system









i ) = 0; i = 1;:::;Nh + k (6)
wh(0) = w0;h;




























and w0;h is a suitable approximation in Wh of the discontinuous datum f0, for
instance the L2
-projection of f0 onto Wh. This projection acts as a sort of smoothing
and needs to be done especially in the presence of discontinuous initial data, such
as for the European option case, in order to guarantee optimal order convergence.
Note that the usual piecewise linear interpolation of f0 is not in general convenient
or even possible for discontinuous data, because it is not clear which values have to
be interpolated at the discontinuity points.
The nonlinearity is dealt with using a semi-implicit time discretization approach,
which consists in evaluating the nonlinear coecient in the bilinear form At
(;)
at time tn, whereas the remaining parts are considered at time tn+1. Thus, after a
decomposition 0 = t0 < t1 < ::: < tM = T of the interval [0;T], with tn = tn+1 tn,

























K = 0.5; T = 0.5; t = 0; rho = 0.2; gamma = −1
’ − ’   alpha = 0.0
’ : ’   alpha = 0.02
’ −− ’  alpha = 0.04
’ −. ’  alpha = 0.05
Figure 1: Option delta. Parameter values:  = 0:2, 
 =  1, K = 0:5, T = 0:5,
t = 0,  = 0; 0:2; 0:4; 0:5. Discretization parameters: t = 0:01 and h = 0:0063.














































In this paper we evaluate the capability of the above model of addressing some phe-
nomena observed in nancial markets. In particular following [Platen and Schweizer, 1998]
we can evaluate (i) the eect of the hedging strategies on the price process, the hedge
ratio ux(t;x) (i.e. the delta) and the gamma uxx(t;x), (ii) the volatility eect, (iii)
the smile-skewness eect.
(i) Figure 1 shows the hedge ratio for an European call option for the parameter
values  = 0:2, 
 =  1, K = 0:5, T = 0:5 year, t = 0 and for varying . Qualita-
tively the curves are similar to the Black-Scholes case ( = 0). Nevertheless, in the















’ − ’   alpha = 0.0
’ : ’   alpha = 0.02
’ −− ’  alpha = 0.04
’ −. ’  alpha = 0.05 
K = 0.5; T = 0.5; t = 0; rho = 0.2; gamma = −1 
Figure 2: Option gamma. Parameter values:  = 0:2, 
 =  1, K = 0:5, T = 0:5,
t = 0,  = 0; 0:2; 0:4; 0:5. Discretization parameters: t = 0:01 and h = 0:0063.
nonlinear case it is possible to point out that the hedge ratio is increasing in  when
S < K and decreasing when S > K. Figure 2 shows the behavior of the gamma
for dierent values of . Notice that as  increases, then the maximum of gamma
decreases.
(ii) We suppose that the parameters are 
 < 0 and  > 0: the rst one represents
the way the agents react to changes in stock prices and the second one measures the













where ~  is the modied volatility under the feedback eect and  is the volatility of
the price process without the eect of the delta-hedging strategy. It is easy to see
that the volatility is increased if the trader uses a positive feedback strategy which
calls for additional buying if the stock price rises, that is if uxx > 0. This is our case.
Therefore the volatility ~ (x;uxx) is bounded below by (x); moreover ~ (x;uxx) is
increasing in the parameter , as it can be seen in Figure 3. This behavior is typical
for hedging strategies for derivatives with a convex terminal payo such as European
call or put option, see [El Karoui, Jeanblanc-Piqu e and Shreve, 1998].











K = 0.5; T = 0.5; t = 0.0; rho = 0.2; gamma = −1; 
’ − ’    alpha = 0.0
’ : ’    alpha = 0.02
’ −− ’   alpha = 0.04
’ −. ’   alpha = 0.05
Figure 3: Modied volatility. Parameter values:  = 0:2, 
 =  1, K = 0:5, T = 0:5,
t = 0,  = 0; 0:2; 0:4; 0:5. Discretization parameters: t = 0:01 and h = 0:0063.
(iii) Finally we verify the smile-skewness eect. Dene the so-called \implied
volatility" corresponding to a given option price u(t;St;K;T) computed with our
model, setting
u(t;St;K;T) = uBS(t;St;K;T;impl(t;St;K;T)) (7)
where uBS is the price of an European call option in the Black-Scholes setting, as
function of the \unknown" volatility. We solve the nonlinear equation (7) in the
unknown impl by the Newton's method, the secant method or by the bisection
algorithm, which turns out to be more robust for far-out-the-money or deep-in-the-
money options.
Following [Platen and Schweizer, 1998], in Figure 4 we show that for xed t;St
the surface dened by the mapping (T;K) 7! impl(t;St;T;K) exhibits a strong
\smile eect". The parameter values are  = 0:2, 
 = 0:5,  = 0:05, St = 100, t = 0
and the contract is an European call option; the parameter T may be interpreted
either as expiration date or as time to maturity and ranges between T = 0:1 and
T = 1 year, while the strikes K range between K = 80 and K = 130. Although the






































Figure 4: Implied volatility. Parameter values:  = 0:2, 
 = 0:5,  = 0:05,
St = 100, t = 0; T = 0:1; 0:2; 0:3; 0:4; 0:5; 0:6; 0:7; 0:8; 0:9; 1; K =
80; 90; 100; 110; 120; 130.
we observe some qualitative features in common, which are supported by empirical
ndings: strikes at-the-money have lower implied volatility than those in or out of
the money and the dierence decreases with increasing time to maturity. Moreover,
in our simulations the curves K 7! impl(t;St;T;K), for xed T, are not always
convex and for large values of T they tend to become monotone decreasing. This is
the so called \skewness eect": implied volatilities tend to rise more for decreasing
than for increasing strike prices and, for large T, the implied volatility curves are
not centered around K = St but rather around a larger strike.
Thus, we conclude that our new pricing model has the potential to reproduce the
implied volatility smile-skewness eect observed in real markets as a consequence of
dynamical hedging. Our next step will be the comparative analysis of market data
in order to validate our model.
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